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[Go to Content] The use of peripheral anesthesia and regional nerve blocks is rapidly increasing as doctors and patients gain first-hand experience of the benefits of these techniques. Practitioners increasingly have options as the range of technologies expands and becomes more sophisticated. The
techniques described in this unique atstest and DVD, word, images and film provide an ideal guide to peripheral regional anaesthesia. Standard technologies are complemented by new developments and alternative techniques that can significantly broaden the clinical spectrum. Colored line drawings,
drawings and clearly marked with marking on the body provide easily approachable, visual explanations of the required anatomical information. Organized by anatomical region, at-the-map features:- Clear, step-by-step instructions on how to perform techniques, including best approaches and insertion
points - Images of nerve blocks, sensory and motor effects; indications, counter-topics; Complications, side effects and method-specific problems - Strategies for patient and procedure selection and patient communication - Full coverage of peripheral nerve blocks, including hygiene requirements,
informed consent, patient positioning and monitoring, and more - Tips for handling needles and catheters - Detailed description of catheter techniques in long-term pain management Designed for physicians who want to improve their skills in this rapidly evolving specialty, this ator is essential for all
aqueous libraries. The authors are recognised experts in the field of regional anaesthesia. New in the second edition:- A DVD with more than 200 video clips helps put theory into practice - New peripheral block techniques at the elbow This book is a continuation of the successful Peripheral Regional
Anesthesia, published in English by the authors in 2006. The comparison of the two books illustrates the huge change that has taken place in the field of regional anaesthesia over the past 10 years since the extensive introduction and application of ultrasound guidance. I am pleased to see that the author
has fully embraced these changes, but still maintained his emphasis on solid anatomical knowledge as the basis for a safe and successful practice, and that many excellent original anatomical processing images in the original have been preserved. Although coarse anatomy is still important, it goes
without saying that cross-sectional anatomical parts are now vital for allowing accurate interpretation of ultrasound images and appreciation of anatomical variants. That's why I'm glad to see that the authors have included more cross-sectional anatomical images whenever possible to complete anatomical
drawings and ultrasound images. Text is also supplemented with a link to multiple video clips in general upper and lower limb lobes, some of which use ultrasonic ultrasound other peripheral nervous system stimulation. The book is divided into five sections, each divided into several chapters. Part 1
examines the general aspects of ultrasonic-controlled peripheral area anaesthesia, reflecting its importance to modern practice. Part 2 is devoted to the upper limb, part 3 to the lower limb (including some abdominal wall blocks), Part 4 is devoted to regional anaesthesia in children, and Part 5 explores
more common aspects such as complications, contraindications and the use of continuous peripheral nerve block techniques. However, most of the book is devoted to Parts 2 and 3; the practical performance of certain nerve blocks of the upper limb and lower limb, describing different approaches. Each
single number follows a similar pattern and covers a specific neural lobe, such as a sloping brachial plexus; describe and illustrate first anatomy and possible approaches, patient positioning, needs technique, choice of local anaesthesia (medicine and volume), complications, catheter placement (if
applicable) and ultrasound control technology with appropriate ultrasound images, which in many cases are supplemented by anatomical part of the appropriate area. Each section also has a useful section of tips and tricks usually associated with ultrasound technology, and in many cases this should now
be considered standard technology. For example, many anaesthetistes routinely use volumes of 10 ml for the inter-lime brachial plexus block, so the 20-30 ml originally described in the chapter becomes largely historic. This figure also includes the posterior Pippa approach and the complementary cervical
plexigland block. Other approaches follow a similar overall plan; superclavecular and infraclacular technology, supracapsular lobe, armpit lobe (perivascular single injection, classical armpit and mid-red block) and finally a number of selective blocks of individual nerves on the upper arm, elbow and wrist,
all beautifully illustrated with anatomical dissections, clinical photographs, anatomical cross-sections and ultrasound images. Most ultrasound images are of good quality with a few exceptions. Part 3 of the text is devoted to the nerve blocks of the lower limb, which have a small part of the abdominal wall
block. It follows the same pattern as the upper limb part, first by studying and describing the psoas block, then the femur block, and a comprehensive description of approaches to the proxymal sonic nerve block, including frontal approach, posterior supine (Raj) approach, classic posterior Labat approach,
infraglumental ultrasound block and parasitic Mansour technology. Then we examine the knee lobes, including hind and lateral approaches to the distal sermon nerve and the transsartorial saphenous nerve lobe, which is gaining popularity for pain relief after arthrostice of the perfect knee artificial joint. In
this section: ends with numbers in a block individual nerves of the lower limb and ankle, including the trans vs abdominis plane block. Peripheral nerve blocks increase the popularity of foot and ankle surgeries in awake care, allowing for increasingly complex and painful procedures in outpatient care and
providing long periods of postoperative pain relief. Improvements in ultrasound technology allow these nerves to be visualized with modern high frequency scales in more proxymal places in the conventional ankle lobes described in this chapter, and their inclusion would be a welcome addition to this text.
Only the dital posterior tibial nerve block is described here with ultrasound control. The book ends with a short section on regional anaesthesia for children and a chapter on general principles. All in all, this is an excellent book for those looking for comprehensive, practical and beautifully illustrated text
about remote regional anaesthesia. There is a great combination of solid anatomical image and up-to-date clinically applied ultrasound instructions issued by doctors who clearly know what they are doing. Atlas of Peripheral Regional Aesthesia: Anatomy and Techniques, Third Edition is a
comprehensively revised reference that provides readers with essential anatomical information as well as step-by-step instructions on how to perform even the most complex regional anaesthetic procedures, with a particular focus on ultrasonic-powered technologies. This new version has been enhanced
with over 700 full-color illustrations and a wide range of videos on Thieme's MediaCenter.Key features of the third edition:Over 250 new and updated chapters, Anatomical images and body dissection images showing techniques A new section describing the common aspects of ultrasound imaging in
performing peripheral neural blocks A new part of the children's area anesthesiaOnline access to more than 250 video films on techniquesThe new edition is an invaluable resource for any anesthesiologist, orthopaedicists and pain management physicians involved in the anaesthetic of regional
anesthesia. Go to the main content Skip navigation item This site uses cookies. By continuing to use this website, you consent to the use of cookies. For more information about cookies and how to disable them, please see our Privacy and Cookie Policy. I got it, thank you! Thank you!
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